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ABSTRACP

um PLTcs OF O-OLUTIMARY ID0PEMT:CIrM-MILA FEATICN IN CUBA, 1959-1976

Willism M. Leoarande
Hamilton College

A revolution destroys the political system of the ancien regime, con-
frontin victorious revolutilariem with the imediate task of erecting a
new political structure throug which to govemn the nation. One measure of
a revolution's success is the strength of the nw institutional structure
it brings forth, yet little attention has been paid to this aspect of revolu-
tion by political scientists. This paper argues that the most inmortant
ee a of how this Institution-building process proceeds is the charac-

ter of the revolutionary struggle which preceded it. -

-Br- paper examines the process of building a new political system in
revoluticnary Cuba, as reflected in the shifting relationship between the
armed forces and the comnxist party. The institution-building process in
Cuba was prolonged and difficult, lastin over a decade; this was the result
of the unique way in which the Cuban Insurrection developed. The Ouban
revolution w s the first socialist revolution to succeed without a Larinist
party in the vwuard of the revolutionary struggle. Instead, the armed
forces fulfilled the vanguard role usually played by the couzrist party.
A new party was not Irnurted until 1965, and even then it remined so
weak during the 1960's that it was Incapable of assuming the directive role
In the political process from the armed forces. The paper summrizes the
build.In of the new party, examines the party's weaknesses, and details its
relaticnship to the armed forces during the 1960's. It is argued that the
military was not only impervious to party control, but that it wielded on-
siderable influence in the party as a whole. 1--

In the late 1960's, civilian institutions proved incapable of adinils-
tering the massive effort to produce ten million tons of sugar in 1970, so
the revolutionary leadership turned to the military as the ony institution
capable of undertaking this task. The result was the "militarization" of
Cuban economic administration. 'The failure to produce ten million tons of
sugar was attributed, in part, to the weakness of political Institutions.
A process of institutionalization was begmi, resulting in a dramatic
strengthening of the party and a restriction of the military to national
defense affairs. The paper reviews the Institutionalization process since
1970, with particular attention to the differentiation of civilian and mii-
tary political roles, and the assertion of party control over the armed forces.
It concludes by examining several theories of civil-military relations in
comuuist and nn-couimrst societies for the ce to the Cuban
experiences.
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TH PCL=C OF HEYMAMfCNARYM wtYCMW:
a7ZAM MIT RLATIM 3N CUBA, 1959-1976

William M. ISoGrande
Hailto Oollege

A revolutionI destroys the political system of the ancien regme, cwn-

frntuIng the victorious revolutionaries with the insediate task of erecting

a new political structure through which to overn the nation. This new pollt-

ical order may be built aroud a reolutionary party, as in Rossia; a guerrilla

ar , as in China; or ewn a "revolutionary fanny," as in bxico. The pro-

cess my proceed rapidly, or it nay be prolored; but mtcil a new Institu-

tional matrix has coalesced, one of the foremost tasks of the revolution

reuais incomplete. "The measwure of how successful a revolution is,"

Hutingtcon notes, "is the authrity ar- stability of the institutions to

Shich it gLves birth." 2

This pa examines the process of building a rew political system in

revolutionary Cuba. he process was extremely prolonged in the Ouba case,

lating over a decade. This is higly unusual for a oomumist political

systm, and offers Interesting insigits into not only Institutiunal-buning

in comat polities, but into the wider process of political develoment

In non-revolutionary polities as well. We shall find, howver, that the mot

iuvortant determinant of the Institution-building process in Cuba was the

character of the revolutiMGTy rStrIgle which preceded it.

Hutington argues that tha develoxzt of a ne-party political system

can be most clearly traced in the shifting relationships between the party

and other political actors contending with the party ftw control owr the

political prooess. 3 In Cuba, the ynemLcs of Ilntitutiam-bullding m

ost clearly reflected (for reasons that win become apparent) in the sgmr
of civil-ndlitary relations, particularly relations between the armd fbrces

ad the party.4 It Is on this aspect of the process that we foam cur tten-

tin.
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'Mr 'Politico.-MLlitar Varg rd' of the evolution

The central role in politics played by the Cuban armed farces during

the 1960's was, In large measure, a heritage of the predominance of the Nebel

ArM in the struggle against Batista. hbile the guerilla war it the Sierra

was by no means the cnly arena of struggle, it had become, by 1958, the focal

point of the Insurrection. Prior to the landing of the Gram on December 2,

1956, active opposition to the dictatorship was concentrated in the cities:

both the Revolutionary mrectorate (Mrectorio Revolucina ro-ER) led by

Jo86 Antonio Eohevarria, and the urban wing of the 26th of July Movement

( vIviento de 26 de Julio-- M-26-7) led by Frank Pais, conducted armd actics

against the verrment &uing 1955 and 1956. From 1957 cward, however, the

Rebel AhiW gained strength while the urban movements were progessively debil-

itated by represslon. In 1957, the M lost virtually its entire leadership

(Including Echevbria) and mne: of its most militant cadres in the MbrCh

attack on the Presidential Palace. It never fully recovered fr=m the debacle.

In July of the same year, the tban wing of the M-26-7 lost its most skilled

o e when Pais was assassiated by the police in Santiao. Throughout

1957 and 1958, the urban movemets were decimated by Intensifying repression

and by a series of unsuccessful actions: the Palace attack, the Cienfuegos

uprisig in Septer 1957, and the gne-ral strike of April 1958. With these

defeats in the cities, popular attentlmo shifted to the Sierra, and to the

ebel Aray as the instrument by which the old regime would be deposed. 5

This shift was clearly evident in the Internal politics of the anti-

Batista movement. In late 1957, Fidel Castro, comianding the Rebel Arnz in

the Sierra, rejected the Pact of Ydemi negotiated by urban representatives

of the M-26-7 with other elemets of the Insurrectionary movment. The sub-

sequenzt withdrawal of the M4-26-7 from the Pact established the pz sdanmee

of the puarrIlla within the M-26-.79 WAd it establsed. the prddzic of



their comnder, Fidel Castro. In My 1958, the Nationsl Directorate at the

1-26-7 relocated from the cities to the sirr, 6

7he final collapse of the Batista regime was the direct result of the

regular3 aZ' Inability to defeat the Rebels in the smmi- offesive of

1958. With that faiiwe, the Rebels moved down out of the mountains for the

final assault on the island's cities, and Batista's aza snlgly disintegrated

In the face of their advance. On Januar 2, 1959, when the (olv -..a W.lttary

Cap outside Havana s to Camilo Clenfueps' guerrilla column, the

Rebel AzV, thoug only 1500 strong, was the dominant force in the revolu-

ti nary movement. It held a mmopoly of arm and, In the person of its am-

mner-n-hief, a monopoly of popular support.

WM the dictatorship collapsed, acbdnistrative control of the island

passed to the guerrilla arvW. The Councll of dnisters of the Revolutionary

Goverrzmt was camposed almost entirely of civilians and was bzoadly repre-

settlative of the various groups which had opposed Batista (except for the

Popula Socialist Party-the ocanints-which was excluded), but it had no

adnistrative apparatus through which to overn. Despite the wholesale dis-

missal of batiestnos from the old bureaucracy, the wurrila, oommnentes

remained deeply suspicious of it. Father than allow a continuation of the

buremauracy's authority, they simply replaced it with the command struetue

of the Rebel Azm.

Before Batista's defeat, the Rebel AnV had already established an am-

bryonlo aMdniatratie apparatus to overn the liberated territory in the

Sierra. After Jantar 1959, this apparatus, still within the armed forces,

expanded, becoming the "defacto executive" of the island. 7 In each province,

the military governor was the hiest authority, and was responsible for the

impleuentation of national policy in the area under his Jurisdiction. It

was the Rabel AzrV that created the Revolutionary frbimis and concted

the trials of Batiat's hencin; it was the MVu, thuout. its Depment
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of Ihfnutin, that organized political education classes to build mass sup-

poit fcr 'the rev-lution; end it %,= the a-L t~lzt ordered and carried out the

early surge of public works projects-building schools, health clinics, rural

housing, and roads. With effective political control firmly in the hands of

the Rebel Arnm, the center of national policy-mking prdually sAfted out

of the Council of Ministers and Into the army's upper echelons. he Agrarian

Reform Law of Mby 1959, by far the mot important legislation of the revolu-

tion's first year, was drafted and discussed in the arnw and presented to

the Council of Misters as a fait accmpli. 8

The Rebel ArM was also the instrument throug which the Agrran Refbrm

was carried out. Troops occupied the expropriated lands on behalf of the

newly created Naticnal Institute of Agrarian Reform, which was itself closely

linked to the Armz. 9 The IM began by dividing the island Into 28 Agricul-

tural Developrnt Zones each headed by a zone chief charged with directIng

the Implementation of agrarian reform in his zone. Almost all the zone

chiefs were anW officers, and their authority was extremely broad; they were

to do whatever was necessary to carry out the reform. In practice, their

power even went beyond that because the authority of the IMA itself rapidly

expanded Into other admnistrative fields. In addition to directlng the

expropriation of land and its redistribution into state, co-operative, and

mall private farms, the INRA set-up a network of People's Stores (selling

cOMMudities to the rural populaticn at reduced prices); organized health

services; extended agricultural credits; directed public works construction;

and even assumed control over the -Port of oods essential to the agricul-

tural eoCnce-fertilizers, tractors, bulldozers, livestock, Inrect1ildes,

etc. As the only fmctioniug admnistrative body In the rural areas, the

IRA was the gvenmnt there. When the Industrial sector of the eoom

was nationalized In 1960, it was placed In trusted hands-undw the authority

of the 1MA. Th2s the M became not merely the rural pvrmut
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azdnistraton, but the administratim througout the island. Phm this

nucleus emerged many of the most Important agencies of the socialist gvern-

ment.

The groups which participated in the isurrection were united only by

their opposition to Batista; when faced with the question of how political

power sbould be wielded to change Cuban society, the revolutionr coalition

disintegrated rapidly. 7he comentration of the radicals in the Rebel AZW

was a key advantage for the left since effective control of the island had

passed to the armw. As the reform of the new regime became increasingly

radical in 1959 aid 1960, the conservatiVe3 in the revolutionary coalition

had no effective political instrument through which to mobilize support for

their position or challenge the hegemony of the Rebel Arn. Batista's dic-

tatorship bad not smply weakened the old politic l parties; with the excep-

tion of the oamuuists, it had destroyed them. Neither the Autinticos nor

Ortodoxos had the resillency to -survive and re-mrge as functioning organ-

izations. In addition to Its mmopoly of azm and of popular support, the

Rebel AruV was the only group with an organizational apparatus capable of

administering policy. Mis, together with the over"wIming popularity and

personal authority of Fidel Castro, ensured the political impotence and

isolation of the conservatives.

Despite the ccmmnd positions of such eminent radicals as abe Quevm

and Rua Castro, the Rebel Anzr was nct wholly izzzwe to the political differ-

ences that split the anti-Batista, coalition. One of the moat prominert oppo-

rnts of the revolution's r*ac ition cam frn eng the ranks of the

egrendmtes. Mjz Huert Natos, ccmunder in Camaguey province, was an out-

spoken atiti-oomzist and his opposition to radical reform, coming as it did

from wthin the ranks of the Rebel Arr.W, posed the meat serious challenge to

the left's leaderhp of the revolution. Wen Ri Castro was appointed

Hhnste of the levolutionar Ara Pbrces (PAR) in October 1959, Mbtoe an
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fourteen other officers resigned their coimissions In protest. Mhe govern-

ment moved quickly to prevent the conservative opposition fra coalescing

around Mtmo; Cstro h.izielf went to CamegJley and personall placed latos

under arrest. 7hough other veterans of the stTuge against Batista even-

tually went Into opposition as the revolution moved leftward, the ratos resig-

nation was the only breach of unity within the armed forces that was of ar

political . sequence. Since 1959, the basic loyalty of the armed forces to

the socialist course of the revolution has never been In doubt.

During the first two years of revolutionary overrment, the arzmd forces

acted as the vanguard of the Cuban revolution, performing precisely the func-

timns ordinmrly performed by the comumit party in the initial phase of a

socialist revolution. 7hey took effective control of the naton away from

the old state bureaucracy, they seized the mum of production, they mobil-

ized popular support for the new regIme, and they constituted the organiza-

tional core arod which the fourations of a new political system were laid.

MAe left-wing of the anti-Batista coalition saw the role of the Febel

Army in these term fr the outset. Guevara, discussing the need for radi-

cal social change in January 1959, wrote, 'MWat tools do we possess to carry

out a progam of this sort? We have the Rebel ArDWV, and it ust be our most

viprous ad positive weapon... 7he Febel Arim is the vanguard of the Cuban
People... .,0 Nerly seventeen yewzs later, lookIng back on this period,

Fldel Castro made a similar obsorvatioai:

In the days before the ntegpatin of the revolutionary forces,
before the emergece of the Pr~ty, the Army was the factor of
cohesiOn and unity of the entire people, and guaranteed power
for the working people... 11

The exaMPle of the Cuban revolution inspired Regis Debray's new theory

of revolution in which the revolutionry party would grow out of, and be

sto, the guerrilla an. L1

Me pivotal role played by the m.litary In Cuba's trahsitin ton
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Makes it unique mong comevuist political sitms, and the effects of this

unusual begInnIn an civil-military relations were visible for at least a

decade.

The Creation of a New Cmmist P

By April 1961, the only three groups remaining in the political area-

the *-26-7 minus its rigt-wing, the m, and the Popular socialist Party

(PSP)--had reached a general consensus on the socialist goals of the revolu-

tion. Mil consensus was to be reflected in Cuba's nw political system by

the creation of a new vanguard party. Fornmd by a merger of the three groups,

the new party would provide a single forum for policy fornation and a single

infrastructure for mhilizIng resources, both humn and material, in the pui-

sult of chosen policy. Mbreover, it would play the leadlng, directive role

In the political process, thus releving the armed forces of this respcnsi-

bility.13

Me decision to create a Marxist-Leninist vanguard party represented

the first ajor attempt to Institutionalize the new political system. In

theory, this institutional reallguzmnt should have resulted In a much clearer

demarcation of military and non-militamy roles, and a much narrower range of

bnVCtions for the armd forces. With directive, mobilizatinal, and ideologi-

cal functicna In the hands of tre party, the Military would become subject

to party supervision and control. T practice, the differentiation of ftmc-

tions between the party and the military remained Incomplete through the 1960's.

he Military never quite surtndered. the vanguard role it had played during

the revolution's early years, and the party never attained the strength to

assume it.

An attaWt to transfer the central role In the political system from one

institution to mother Migt well have been eipected to pnerate serious
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intra-elite conflict between party and military leaders, each seeklng to

defend advance the prerogatives of their respective institutions. That

there was virtually no such conflict requires some explanation. At its higi-

eat echelons, the revolutionary leadership was not really divided between

military men and civilians. Most of the revolution's leaders came from a

military background; they had fought in the Sierra and often still held ili-

tary rank, *wther or riot they were still working in the armed forces. The

creatin of a new party did not constitute an attack on the political Influ-

enca of the PAR or its senior officers; it did not represent a shift of polit-

ical power from one sub-ellte (military) to another (civilian). There was

no such Internal differentiation of the political elite; military and civilian

roles were still fused, a lepcy of the unique way in which the struggle

apinst Batista bad developed. After victory, some of the revolutionary

soldiers took on tasks of civil administration, and sam did not, but all per-

formed as the exiencies of the times required. The distinctions between

civilian and military roles characteristic of a highly structured, Institu-

tionalized political system simply did not exist. he decision to create a

new party thus Involved a division of labor within the political elite rather

than a transfer of influence from one elite group to another; it was an at-

tempt to A differentiating between civilian and military roles.

In early 1961, the creation of a new party began with the mer of the

w-26-7, the DR, and the PSP in the Integrated Revolutionary Orpnizations

(OrMinizacIcnes Integradas hlevolucicnaras- Zr1). Initially, the leadership

of the C1 was dominated by former menbers of the PS since only they had the

ornizati onal sidlI and experience required to build a new party. 15 kbal

Eacalante, formerly Organizational Secretary of the PSP, became Orgrizational

Secretary of the CRE, and in that capacity he directed the construction of

the new party throu out 1961. As the OR1 grew, it became clear that Escalante

a using his powerful position to pack the emrging party apparatus with PSP
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veterans to the virtual exclusion of those who had fought with the M-26-7 or

the DR. The ORI was fast becoming the PSP under a new name. Not only did

M-26-7 and DR vetermns have difficulty rotting into the new party, the OMI

even ordered the removal of such veterans fron their posts In the government

and the armed forces on the grounds that they had a "low political level. 16

Castro became aware of complaints about Escalante's conduct sometime in

late 1961; in January 1962 he begn travelling around the island to investi-

gate personally how the RI was being constructed. At one point, he met with

over a hundred former FAR commanders who had been rem red at the direction

of the OI. In ?arch 1961, shortly after construction of the party In the

PAR was to begin, Castro publicly denounced the ORI and Escalante's attempt

to dcmnate the new party throug bureaucratic rachnatons. 17  Escalante

left f7r exile in Czechosolvakla, and within a few months the ORI had been

totally dismantled.

he episode of the CRI, thougi it involved the armed forces only mrgin-

ally, had a profound impact on the evolution of civil-military relations.

The political aftershocks of this initial attempt to Institutionalize the

political process reverberated throug the Cuban political system long after

the ORVs dissolution. Its nDst significant effect was to severely retard

the development of a party apparatus capable of assuming the central, lea1ding

role n politics. Building the O"I was the first major attempt at Institu-

tionalization, and its disastrous failze engendered a marked reluctance on

the part of the revolutionary leadership to resume the institutionalization

process. This left the armed forcea to continue as the regIme's foremost

organizational Instrument.

A second attempt to build a new party began In the summer of 1962 after

the dismantling of the ORI, but this attempt proceeded much more slowly than

had the constructin of the ORI. Members in the new tted Party of the

Socialist 1levoluticn (Partido ttzdo de la Ruioluc±6n Socalita- FURS)
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were to be selected by the 'Tss metho." 8  he revolutionary leadership

dispatched party-building commissions to the nation's work centers to solicit

from the workers nominations for party membership. Nominees elected by these

work center meetings were Investigated and interviewed by the ccmmissicn,

which then decided whether to accept them as party meters. ThS decision

had to be ratified by 70% of the nominee's co-workers for the nominee to enter

the party. In cases where a nominee was rejected by the commission, his/her

co-workers could mandate reconsideration of the case, but the final decisionI

remained with the camnission.

BY 1965, this method of selecting party nmubers was far enoug advanded

for the PUM to begin operations on a national scale. The new party was

formally inaugurated In October 1965, at which time its name was changed to

the Cmunist Party of Cuba (Partido OCmnmista de Cuba- FCC). However,

thrugcout the 1960's, the PCC remained an extremely weak orpanization.

The Mst compelling evidence of the PCC's weakness was its small size

(Tble 1), with the resultant shortage of competent cadres and disorganiza-

tion of operations. Throughout the 1960's, the PCC was the smallest rUng

comUnst party by a wide margin. Its nembership comprised only 0.7% of the

population in 1969, whereas the next smallest ruling party (Albania) comprised

3.0%. For all ruling parties, the average size in 1969 was 7.0%- ten times

the size of the Cuban party. 19  Conseqntly, mar Cuban work centers had no

party organization at all.

Another symptom of the PCC's low level of institutional development was

the emerpnce of serious organizational difficulties when the party began

natiMon-wde operations in 1965. "Our party organization," observed (*gariza-

ticnal Secretary Armnido Hart in 1966, "is extraordinarily weak in relation

to the national and International duties that confront us. " 2 0 Party cadres

were ovemwd, isolated from oe another, and Poorly educated. In 1967,

01Y 21% or party nmers had a sixth gade education. 2 1 In fttanzas prvInce,



Table 1: Party Membership In Cuba, 1962-1975

Total Members as a%
Mebers Nuclei of pom3ation

1962 (Sept.) 2,109 331 .03%

1962 (Nov.) 5,414 827 .08

1963 (Mbr.) 16,002 2,209 .2

1964* (Feb.) 32,537 4,505 .4

1964 (Oct.) 35,558 4,819 .4*

1965 50,000 na .5

1966 50,000 na .5

1967 na na na

1968 na na na

1969 55,000 na .6

1970 100,000 na 1.2

1971 101,000 na 1.2

1972 122,000 na 1.4

1973 153,000 14,360 1.7

1974 (Jan.) 170,000 16,000 1.9

1974 (Dec.) 186,995 na 2.0

1975 (Sept.) 202,807 na 2.2

Sources: "El estado de la reestructuracicn en el pals," Cuba Socialista
No. 14 (October 1962), 121; "Resumen nacional de la reestructu"aiin," Cba
Socialist, No. 16 (December 1962), 117.

196F. "Acuzdoe sobre la comtruccin del PLIS," Cuba Socialista, No.
20 (A pil 1963), 117-119.

1964: "Balance de la constmucci6n del Pus," Cuba Socialista, No. 32
(April 1964), 132-133; PUBS Natic.al Directorate, a el Partidto,
cited in Juan de n~a, "Duties Increase for Cuban Party, he NewYrTi
October 25, 1964, p. 41.

1966: Estimate based an data frcm Jose N. Causse P ez, "La .a otrucc16n
del Partido en las Fierzas Armadas Rsvolucianarias de Cuba," Cuba as
No. 47 (July 1965), 51-67; and Anundo Hart, cited In Yearbook cn Intenatina1
Cosmmst Affairs, 1966 (Stanford: Stanford tkiversity Press, iWT37-p-.2O.

1969: 91w , cited in 0±1 Green, Revolution Cuban Style (New York:
InternatIcnal Publishers, 1970), p. 76.

1971, 1972, 1973: Carmelo Mesa-LaW, Cuba in the 1970s (Albuquerque:
vsrity of New Mexico Press, 1974), p.
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1974: "Ocmu Lst Party of Cuba," World Mvist R 17, No. 3
(I'b 1974), 138.

1965, 1970, 1974, 1975: Fidel Castro, "Report of the Central Oomnttee
of the PCC to the First Congess," in First Cavess of the Ccmmmist P
of Cuba: Collection of Documents P2sc4-.-qsbE ers,- 72

A
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a senior PCC official acknowledged that poor organizational work had left

mwT work centers without a party organization. In soae factories, he cO-

tinued, party members were not even functioning together as a unit because

things were so disorganized; but even if they had been, they would have been

overwhelmed because there was vastly more work to be done than there were

party menbers to do it.22

Cmplicating these difficulties was the absence of arW clear boundaries

between party and state functions. In the years after the party's inaugua-

tion in 1965, the PCC Interferred Increasingly In the adainistrative tasks

of the governmnt bureaucracy, gnerating both friction and inefficiency.

These weaknesses, taken together, prevented the PCC from operating effec-

tively. Mhroui the 1960's, the party never real2y coalesced as an institu-

ticn; it had no statutes, no program, no effective apparatus, and no clear

sphere of authority relative to other institutions in the political system.

The failure of the revolutionary leadership to construct an effective party

organization is traceable to their experience with the ORE. That experience

slowed the process of institutionalization Imseasurably; after 1962, the

revoluticuary leadership was clearly undlling to move too rapidly in building

new political institutions for fear these might later becone "strait-ackets"

hindering the revolution's advance. 23

Building h in the HevolutLoqM= Armed Forces

mOne of the clearest indications of the PCC's weakness during the 1960's

was its relationship with the armed forces. Th new party's inability to

assume the directive role In the political process meant that the well-organize

mLlitary retained its position as the vanguard of the revoluticn by default.

The party apparatus created within the armed forces, thogh better crttnsed

than its civilian counterpert, was never fUly differerntiated from the ommand
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structure. To the extent that any role differentiation was introduced, the

party was clearly subordinate to the military hierarchy. The party in the

PAR did not supervise or direct the arid forces; rather, it served as a

mobilizational adjunct to assist the officers corps in carryin out its cam-

mend responsibilities. The military sector of the party, however, was a very

Influential compoent of the party as a whole.

7e process of building the party in the FAR differed markedly from the

process in the civilian sector. The contrasts Indicate that the revolution-

ary leadership had two specific aims with resard to the party in the armed

forces: (1) the party-building process and the party structure that emerged

from it were to be much more higly centralized and much more closely reviewed

by senior officials than the civilian party orarization; and (2) neither the

constructicn of the PCC nor Its subsequent operations were to interfere in

the sligitest with the authority of individual commnders or with the efficient

operation of the comnd structure as a whole. These two aims were not un-

related; strict supervision and central control of the party in the FAR would

prevent, or at least quickly detect and renedy, any conflicts between party

apparatus and the military command.

Cmstructcn of the party in the armed forces began in Deceubw 1963

and took three years to complete. The process was conducted meticulously

and with much preater scrutirn by the national leadership than the party-

buildlng process In the civillan sector received. 24 As in the civilian sector,

the party was built by ocamissions formed especially for this purpose (Co-

missions for the Corstruction of the Party in the FAR), these being caiposed

of po.itical instructor. selected from within the FAR. TWe preparation for

their task was mch more extensive than that received by the c4vilian cadres.

Me PAR Instructors went throui a traning couse, consulted with experts

on political work w1thin the armed forces from other socialist countries,

arA thon priu'ied practicaLl eAPerIMMc by directing pwVt-bud.1ding In the
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civilian sector. Finally, as a pilot project, party branches were forzed In

one unit of the Westen A , and then meetings of the political Instructors

were held to evaluate the results of the project. Even when the process of

building the PUM In the armd forces got fu under way, it was c nducted

in one army at a time, thus allowing both for an accumulation of experience

and for mxium supervisicn by the national leadership.

e 1mass method" of having co-or rs elect nminees to part membership

was also used in the PAR, though instead of electing "exemplary workm,"

the soldiers elected "exemplary fighters." The assemblies for doing this,

however, were stratified by rank so that the criticism of nominees would not

underiune the authority of military superzlors. Thus, in each unit, separate

meetings were held for soldiers, corporals, and sergeants. No meetings were

held for officers; their rank carried with it the presumption that they pos-

I *sessed the qualities of a Sod cammzt, and so all officers were automat-

ically considered for party nmbership. When officers did assemble at a

later stage in the process, there were four categries based on rank, each

of which met separately. After investigating and interviewing ncmnees, the

Ccmmsslon reached a prellinary decision on each case, but before these

decisions became final they had to be reviewd not once but twice by higher

coamissions overseeing the construction process. In each case, the final

decision lay with the Hig Comission, composed of the senior party officials

in the PAR- the Ministry's Political Direction and the Political Sec- -

ticns of the three armies. Such detailed review of the decisions of the

partY-building commissions had no equivalent in the civilian sector; there,

the original commission's decision was not subject to routine review by higber

levels.

One final difference in the party-building procedure within the PAR

concerned the final ratificatln of comdssion decisions by the co-workers

of zKonam. Such ratificatta1 irn -In the GIVILUIft sector'
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an individual could enter the party, and co-workers could force a ccommssion

to reccnsider a negative decision an a nominee. In the FAR, the asseM3y of

a ncmlnee's co-workers was slMiv informed of the ccmnissian's decision; they

were not asked to ratify it and they could not force a reconsideraticn.

Te practice of stratifying party-building meetings by rank ws explicitl7

aimd at safeguarding the integrity of the ocneznd structure. If each meeting

involved mry people of approximately equal rank, the criticism of nminee

could inflict minimal darage cn military discipline. Carefully training coM-

mission members and subjecting their decisions to a multi-stage review process

left virtually no chance that the fiasco of the ORI could be repeated within

the armed forces. Since every party meber in the FAR had to be ultimately

approved by the political leadership of the Ministry, control over the party-

building process was lodged firmly In the hands of senior officers.

Just as the procedure for creating the PM in the armed forces differed

from the procedures used in the civilian sector, so too did the structure and

operation of the party organization In the FAR differ.from those of the civilim

party. The differences once agaIn were aimed at maximizing central control

and minIzizing party interference with the military ccmwd structure. The

base level party orgenization In the FAR was the nucleus, just as in the

civilian sector. All party mmbers in a military unit, whatever their rank,

w arid together In the same nucleus. At the Battalion (or equivalent unit)

level, a Party Bureau coordinated and directed the work of the nuclei In this

larger unit. embers of the Party Bureau were elected by direct secret ballot

of all party mcbe in the Battalic.

Above the Party Bureaus were the Political Sections of the ma or mili-

tary units (Bripes, Divisions, AMies). They comprised the main directive

organa of the party within the FAR. Their mebers were not elected but were

a.oted frem above by the Natioal C.dssion of the PU1S-FAR (aft 1965
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Comittee of the FCC). In contrast, within the civilian party, all officiala

were, at least in principle, elected. Taken together, the party organization

in the armed forces constituted the Political Department of the Ministry, and

it was headed by the Chief of the Political Direction.

A particularly significant difference between the party structure in the

military and civilian sectors was the existence of Party Comdissicns (not to

be confused with the Ccraissions for the Constructicn of the Party) at every

level of the party in the FAR. They were explicitly not leadership bodies,

but constituted, in essence, a control apparatus parallel to the reglar party

orgwnization, somewhat analogous to the Control Commissions within the Soviet

Cmuuist Party, Their function was to oversee the "purity" of the party's

ranks; they were empowered to review the selection of new members by nuclei,

to review sanctions against party members, and to resolve, "In the last n-

stance" problems concerning the conduct of party members. 25 Such a control

mechanim was not established in the civilian sector of the party until 1976.26

During the 1960's, in fact., central supervisicn and directiai over party oper-

aticns In the civilian sector was severely deficient.

The functional relationship between the party organization n the FAR

and the military ccmand structure was also arranged so as to minimize the

possibility of conflict arising between the two. At every juncture, this was

accomplished by subordinating the party organizticn within the FAR to the

military hierarchy. As FAI Castro explained, every statute of the party

n the FAR was written so as to preserve the authority and prestige of com-

menders, gided by the principle: "The order of a Chief is Lw which embodies

the will and commnd of the fatherland." 2 7 The statutes specifical.y prohibit

W criticism or discussion of military camunds in party meetings. When the

party orgtaizaticrs were first fomed, no criti ism of any aspect of a com-

mander's performance was allowed by the party organization within the unit

S... . .. DPW V .. ..d.....*
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to higher party authorities, who could then hold the officer accountable for

his political work only. Officers were held accountable for their cctmard

decisions Orl by their superior officers.28

Despite this nearly total prohibition on the criticism of officers, the

creation of the party in the FAR produced friction nonetheless. Some party

officials ccmplaned that the limits on criticism prevented the correction

of officers' shortconcngs. Sam officers, on the other hand, viewed party

criticism of any aspect of their unit's cperation as reflecting negtively

on their performnce. Responding to these problem in 1966, RMid Castro tried

to strike a balance between the conflicting views. He defended the party's

rigt to criticize the general operations of a unit, so long as this was done

in a constructive, comradely fashion, but he reaffirmed the limits on criti-

* cizing commanding officers. He justified this reaffirmtion on the grounds

that, before the formation of the party, it was the FAR which had been the

vanguard of the revolution. 29

The party's role in the FAR was by no means a supervisory one; rather,

it was defined almost exclusively in mobilizaticnal terms:

The essential objective of the Party organizations in the FAR cannot
be other than contributing with all their energy to our arned forces
being able to capably fulfill their sacred misslcn of defending the
integrity of our territory, protecting the creative work of the people,
and the conquests of the socialist revolution. 30

idividual party branches in the PAR were to carry out this task by assistIg

carm to accarplish the duties assigned to the unit by the military hier-

archy. Pursuant to this, cammnders could suggest to the party how it might

best assist them, although they could not direct party work. Of course, the

party could not give orders to comnding officers. As Jose N. Causse, Chief

of the Political Direction of the FAR, explained, the "leading role" of the

party was not the same in the armed forces as in civilian Institutions. The

party directed the armed tbz'es throug the: J!.tary. Cmdsam of the National

Drectorate of PUJB (after 1965, the ILitazy Caluion of the 0&tra
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Committee of the PCC), rot throug the operations of the party apparatus

within the FAR. 31

There can be little doubt that the fnctioning of the party apparatus in

the PAR was subordinate to the military hierarchy. The preference given to

officers in the selection of party members resulted in the nearly 70% of all

PCC mebers in the armed forces being officers. At the same time, a majority

of the officers corp belonged to the party. 3 2 Above the level of party nuclei,

ccmnnI-ng officers who were party members were, "by right," members of the

Party Bureau (although, to avoid an "accumulation of functions" they could

not be party General Secretary or Organizational Secretary). The prohibiticn

on criticism, the party's task of aiding ccomanders in carrying out military

directives, and the right of conmnders to "suggest" how the party might do

this, reduced the party to the role of a mobilizational instrument at the

disposal of the command hierarchy. Indeed, this was the main advantage of

having a party in the FAR, as it was described to the officers. 33

These structural and operational safeguards agenst party infringewnit

on the comnd hierercy's authority were so extensive that they proscribed

any autonomous activity by the party in the FAR. The function of the Political

Department was clearly not to supervise the FAR or ensure its loyalty. The

loyalty of the armed forces was ensured by the military elite's personal loyalt

to Fidel and Fal Castro, who had led them thrmugh the guerrilla war. Rather

than acting as an Independent control mnabnsn, the party in the FAR was

basically a mobilizaticnal Instrument.

The lack of autonamj from the military hierarchy which characterized the

party in the FAR was so severe, in fact, that to describe the party as sub-

ordinate my not be quite accurate. Despite the formal differentiation be-

tween the two institutions, and despite the individual cases of fricticn be-

twOen cOOuders and party oranitions, the boudaries between the cawnd

structure and the party apparatus In the PAR wetriot clearly drew~ and tended
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to disappear in practice. That is, the military hierarchy and the party

apparatus within the FAR were, to a large degree, fused, and this fusion

was at least partially recogized and sanctioned. The Political Departmelt

(i.e., the party apparatus) was part of both the party and the MLnistry of

the Pevolutionary Armd Forces. It formed part of the regular commend struc-

ture (the Chief of the Political Direction is a Vice-Minister and sits on

the General Staff) and as such was charged with directing political education

fc* all FAR members. Finally, since the Commnder-ln-Chlef and the Minister

of the PAR (the two higest ranking officers) were also First and Second

Secretaries of the party, all party members In the FAR were advised to regard

military orders as having the force of paty directives. 34 This is the logic

of fused Institutions; not only is conflict between the hierarchies to be

minimized, it Is midered impossible by definition.

While a hig degree of fusion characterized the relationship between

the military and the party in the PAR (with the military hierarchy clearly

in the dcminant position), there are indications that the party in the FAR

was relatively autoncmus of the party in the civilian sector. Party orani-

zations In the FAR were, of course, responsible only to superior organs of

the party within the armed forces, except at the national level. The National

Ccmdssicn of the PUBS-PAR was purportedly the mechanism through which the

POC directed the armed forces from 1963 to 1965. Tis Commission was subor-

dinate to the National Directorate of the PUBS, but all its mefbers were mill-

tary officers on active assigumet In the FAR. 35 In 1965, when the National

Directorate of PEW was replaced by the Central Cotmittee of the PCC, the

National Commissiai of the PURS-FAR was replaced by the Central Committee'a

Military Commissin. It, too,. was composed entirely of active military officers:

MJ. Ral Castro (Minister of the tIPAR); faJ. Rmiro Valdgs (Minister of

M!NIN); and ' J. Sergio del Vale (Vice-Minister of the MIFAR).36 In addi-

tir, the process of building the party in the armed forces was directed by the
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PAR itself; the political instructors who carried out the process were all

FAR members.

Not only did the military basically control the party within the FAR,

it also exercised substantial influence in the party as a whole. While no

civilians sat on party cmnnittees in the FAR, party members frum the armed

forces were to be fbund on coumittees at every level of the wider party organ-

ization. The Influence of the FAR was clearest in the national leadership of

the party (Table 2). Eight of the 25 (32.0%) members of the 1962 National

Directorate of the PUES were active military officers, and when the 100 member
Central Comnittee of the PCC was unveiled in 1965, 56% of the seats were held

by officers. Five of the 8 members of the Political Bureau of the PCC (exclud-

ing Fidel himelf) were officers: Pail Castro (Minister, FAR); Ramdro Vald~s

(Minister, Interior); Juan Almeida (First Vice-Minister, FAR); Sergio del Valle

(Vice-Minister, FAR); and Guillermo Garcia (Commider, Western Army). According

to Fl Castro, this large number of military officers was "no accidenrt" In

view of the FAR's vanguard role in the revolution's early years. 37

Comparing the military representation on the 1965 Central Comnttee to

central committees in other socialist countries, the difference is striking.

From 1952 to 1961, military personnel ccmprlsed, on the average, only 9.3%

of the Central Comidttee of the Comunist Party in the Soviet Union; among

Eastern Euopean parties, the post-war average is about l%.38 Even in China,

where the party and the armed forces were higbly fused during the guerrilla

war (thus nfdng the Cinese case more similar to the Cuban), the military

held no comparable pz'edadlnance after liberation. At the Eigith Congress of

the OCC, the last before the Cultural Revolution, only 22.9% of those elected

to the Central Committee held military posts. Only the Central Conittee

elected at the CPC's Ninth Cogrves, held in 1969, 39 produced a Central Com-

mittee with military representation comparable to that of Cuba's 1965 Central

Cdmuttee. The Ninth Corpess produced a Central Comdttee with a military
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contint comprising between two-fifths and three-fourths of its menbershpp,

thus reflecting the pivotal role played by the People's Liberation ArmW In the

Cultural Revoluticn.40

The hig degree of military influence in the POC as a whole indicates

that the absence of adequate role differentiation was a system-wide problem.

The fusion of civilian and military roles persisted at both the individual

and institutional levels, and the directive role in the political system did

not pass to the new party. Instead, it continued to be played by a revolu-

tionary leadership composed of people who often held, at the sae time, hi

military rank, high party position, and hig governantal office. Areas of

responsibility between these three institutions were no more clearly dra n

than were the roles of their leaders; the institutions performed whatever

tasks the revolutionary leadership set for them.

The MIlitarization of the Econoiy, 1968-1970

Paced with unrelenting hostility from the United States, the Cuban armed

forces were, of necessity, well organized, well staffed, and well trained.

No other Cuban political institution could compare with the PAR in these

respects. The party and the governnt bureaucracy, In contrast, were plagued

with organizational difficulties througot the 1960's. The massive admnis-

trative requirements of the drive to produce ten million tons of sugar In

1970 proved to be beyond the capabilities of these Institutions, and so the

revolutionary leadership turned to the armd forces to provide the necessary

expertise. Prom 1968 through the end of the 1970 sugar harvest, the adminis-

tration of the Cuban econcor became Increasingly ,%iitarized.,l As Castro J

commented In November 1969:

... the army, the Azwd Prces, is a disciplined Institution par
excellence; they have mre experience in organization and have mre
discipline. It is necessary that the positive Influences of such
organizaional spirit, of disepline, of experience, be oonstntly
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Ths militarizaticn had several dimensions: (1) a militarization of the

synbolism of the revolution, represented by the use of military terminology

to describe econcmic tasks; (2) an increase in the use of military units as

a labor pool; (3) a surge of transfers of military officers into high civilian

goverrmental posts; and (4) the introduction of military administrative and

organizational methods in the production process.

The use of military symbolism was an attempt to stimulate production

by creating a crisis or wartime atmosphere. Castro repeatedly complained

that while the people had proven themselves capable of great bursts of deter-

MLnation and energy, they seemed to lack the discipline required for sustained

efforts.

We are still a people characterized by great enthusiasm and decision
at decisive moments, a people capable of giving up life itself at any
hour, cn any day, capable of heroism at any moment, but a people that
still lacks the virtues of tenacity, the demonstration of courage and
heroism not crly in the dramatic moments but on each and every day. 43

The use of military terminology was aimed at creating a sense of urgency, a

"decisive moment," and the spirit of past decisive moments was invoked:

"Our country is passing through a period of revolutionary fervor that can

be compared with the heroic days of GLron and the October crisis." 4 4 Press

reports spoke of the party's "war plans" for production, of "invading" various

economic fronts. Castro's ccments on September 28, 1968 were typical:

Today I can see an immense arqy, an army of a highly organized,
disciplined, and enthusiastic nation, ready to fulfill whatevertask it sets, ready to give battle to all those who stand in the

wa... We can say that loafing and absenteeism are beating a retreat.
We must cut off that retreat, do as the guerrillas do who surround
the retreating eneuv and wipe him out." 45

Cuba was at war with underdevelopment, and the production of ten million tons

of sugar in 1970 would be its decisive victory.

Me use of military perswrnel as a supplement to the civilian labor

force began early in the revolution; it represented an izptrtant part of

the militarization because of its rapid expansion In the late 1960's. The
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Rebel Arv and the FAR both undertook extensive public works projects in the
revolution's early years. Throu&gout the 1960's, troops assisted in the

agricultural harvests, especially In provinces with low population density

and a consequent labor shortage. Along with volunteer workers, the soldiers

replaced the reserve army of the unemployed which had migrated frm place to

place 1Jookng for work before the revolution. The ccupalsory military service

Jam of 1963 was openly acknowledged to be a means of increasing the mobile,

low cost labor force which the FAR provided. 46 One comeantator has estimated
that 25-33% of the average recruit's time was spent on civic action projects.47

By 1968, declining labor productivity had greatly intensified the need
for additicnal manpcwer, and the FAR was increasingly pressed into service

to make up the shortage. From Novewber 1969 to mid-1970 (the ten million ton

harvest), 100,000 troops were engaged in agricultural work. These troops

representing nearly half the FAR's total manpower, harvested 20% of the sugar

crop.48 The participation of the military was so important that Cuban exiles
staged several attacks on the island during this time with the intention of

drawing troops away from their work, thus damaging the harvest.

In the years between 1968 and 1970, a large number of military officers

migrated from the FAR into civilian administrative posts at all levels, espe-

ially into offices dealing directly with the administration of the ecwmq.

The Ministry of the Armed Forces became a "superagency" supplying trained

peXsonnel to the rest of the government.4 9 The reason for this influx of

military officers into non-military posts was fairly simple; they were among

the beat educated Cuban leaders, and they had the most organitimral and

a~dnlstratve skill and experience. Officers spent up to four years in

preparatory schools before entering the 3.5 year course of study at one of

Cuba's military academies, and many went on to receive ftather education in

techical specialties.5 0 The education of other leade was much inferior;

the njorItY Of partY wber did not have a sixth gad edcatian, and ust
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plant admlnistrators had no better. 51

Cne straigt-forward way of introducing the effile.cy of the FAR into
the adminstraticm of the econoqj was to simply place FAR officers Ln charge

of it. The transfer of personnel was so extensive that when the Executive

Coimttee of the Council of Ministers was formd in the early 1970's, the

six of its eleven members responsible for all the economic and social service

ministries had all been FAR cormnders as late as 1966.

A comparison of the 1965 and 1975 Central Committees of the PCC offers
another indicator of the circulation of military officers into non-militar7

posts. Of the 77 people who have been nebers of both Central Comittees,
32 held posts in a different institution in 1975 than they had n 1965.

Persormel circulation between the party and the governnt bureaucracy has
been relatively balanced, with 3 people shifting from the party to the g vem-
ment and 5 shifti- g In the opposite direction. Circulation between the armed

forces and the other Institutions, however, has been wholly und.rectional.

Eighteen officers left the PAR, 7 for party posts and 11 for ovemintal

posts. Mny of these former officers took over extremely important posts:

6 became Deputy Prime Ministers, 2 became Ministers, and 2 became members of

the PCC Secretariat.

As these perscnnel transfers were occurring, the island's administrative

system, particularly its economic administration, was being remodelled along

military lines. Two major experfnmts In the militarization of the econoiV

preceded the nationwde ch= -over to military methods of oranization. In
late 1966, "agricultural brigades" were organized n some rural areas; it was
hoped that their quasi-military com a d structure would improve poor oraniza-
tion and low productivity in agricultural work. The agricultural brigade par

excellence was the Che GOuvarr Trailblazers Brigade. Inaugurated in 1967,

commMned by military officers, and ccmprised moltly of soldiers, the frai-

blaes cleared aP'icult~'l landl f~r Cultivation. A peat sucess in tezu
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of productivity, they received much laudatory publicity and were held up as an

example of what could be accomplished with the proper cr zticnal methods. 5

The second experiment was actually a trial run for the general mllitarlza-

tion of the economy. Every year since 1961 the Cubans have celebrated their

victory at Plan Giron with a week or several weeks of Intensified productive

efforts and voluntary labor campaigns (during the 1961 invasion, despite the

fact that many workers left their Jobs when the militia was mobilized, produc-

tion increased dramatically). During the 1968 Work Rally, the objective set

In Oriente province was to test a recently devised plan for the "organization

and planning of all the non-military resources of the country with a view toward

military struggle in the event of war." Specifically, the Oriente experiment

was intended to "stimilate the econcmy and prepare the messes militarily and

create conditions for the switch-over to a war econcurr." 53

Wtkder this "Civil Defense" plan, all political and administrative insti-

tutions (i.e., the PCC, the govenment, and all the mass organizaticns) were

brougt under the unified ccmrand of Civil Defense Councils which came to be

known as Mbilization General Staffs ("from now on we use military terndnology").

In the rural areas, the work force was organized into battalions, companies,

platoons, and squads each with their own commanders and general staffs. The

battalicn level commnders were PCC officials (many of whom were also FAR

officers) and the seconds-in-convand were FAR reserve officers. This new

admnstr~tive structure had dual hierarchies-one for the agricultural econ-

00W and one for the urban economy. The authority of the rural coamanders was

predcminant; at the provincial level, the comnder of the "front-line comend

post" (in the countryside) was the General Secretary of the provincial FCC

while the "reat-echelon coaumnd post" (in an urban area) was under the command

of the PCC's Second Secretary for the province.
54

In reporting the 1968 Gircn Work Rally in Oriente, a hinted that the

outom of the expalment no beIN viewd favorab. "This zpis WOU
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Interesting because it shows how the experience of military organization

based upon the Civil Defense set-up can be applied to the productive effort.

This experience in Oriente contains a valuable lesson for the rest of the
"~~ 55

country. 6

In 1969 and 1970 the entire sugar sector and most of the rest of the e~c-

a was rm on this" mlitart model uer the ccmmnd of PAR officers at almost

all dnistratve levels. Te reason for this chanse-over to a "war econww"

was the need to alleviate administrative deficiencies and to raise labor dis-

ciplIne. "In a real sense," wrote Malloy, "all Cubans are now cCsidered

to be soldiers in a vast producing army... The image of the arv has become

the Image of society.", 6 The militarizatton of the economy involved, in

essence, the transfer of military concepts of orgaization and discipline

(along with the people schooled in them) to the civilian economy. Describing

a voluntary labor mobilization in 1969, Granma conmented, "Doing a Job such

as this quickly and correctly calls for organization and discipline similar

to that of an army in combat, and that is precisely what we have here: an

ar9W of the people engaged in the battle of agriculture." 5 7

Not surprisingly, the militarization greatly increased the prestige

and influence of the Armed Forces relative to other political instituticns.

In 1968, the Council of Ministers designated December 2 (the anniversary

of the landing of the Grarnm and therefore the birth of the Rebel Army)

"Armed Forces Day"- a national holiday set aside to honor the FAR. The

editorial in Grara celebrating Armed Forces Day, 1969 made clear that mill-

tary defense was by no means the FAR's only contribution to the fevolution:

Our Armed Forces... today constitute a fundamental force for the reali-
zation of our country's all-important plans for econcuiic development.
... The discipline, Organization, habits of precision and exactitude
of our Fevblutionary Army Forces will be placed at the service of our
sugar harvest and their influence will be felt throughout the entire
process. 58

It was also at this tme that the press began redndng the people that in
,, ,... .1 .. . . . .... ... . . . .... . ... .. . ..... . ...... ..... . .. . 11.. ...... M U MM.. .... ... .
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the early years of the Revolution, the armed forces alone had constituted the

"politico-military vanguard."

Overall, the militarization of economic administration il Cuba during the

late 196 0's must be adjudged to have been a failure. Whether economic mriage-

menrt was more efficient under military command than it otherwise would have

been is, of course, inpossible to assess. he armed forces did not succeed,

however, in improving labor productivity or resource allocation enough to

reach the gal of ten million tons of sugar. Mreover, the regime paid an

important political price for the militarization In the aggravation of popular

discontent.

he De-militarization of the Revolution: Differentiating Civilian and Military

Holes

On fby 19, 1970, Fidel Castro announced to the Cuban people that the

most Intense effort ever organized by the Revolution would end in failure;

the gal upon which he bad staked his personal prestige and the prestige of

the revolution- the production of ten million tons of sugar in 1970- could

not be achieved.59 Even though a record 8.5 million tons was eventually pro-

duced, the defeat was made more bitter still by the damage done to the rest

of the economy. During the harvest, the sugar sector was given absolute pri-

ority in resource allocation; the result was massive dislocation in virtually

ever7 other economic sector. Nor was the damage solely economic. Production

declines meant still greater austerity for a population already pushed beyond

its tolerance; the response was not favorable. "Our enemies samy we have prob-

lems, and in reality, our enemies are rJht," Castro admitted on July 26,

"haey say there is discontent...they sa there is irritation, and in reality,

our enemies are rigt."60

The immediate task facIng the revolutinary leaderVip in late 1970 was
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to begin economic recovery, and priority was given to the consumer goods in-

dustry in order to ease the shortages that had been worsening since 1966.

The real problem revealed by the failure of the ten million ton harvest was

political, however, and it is to the credit of the leaders of the Cuban

revolution that they were able to recognize and willing to admit that the

root of their difficulties had to be sought in the political structure they

themselves had created over the previous decade.

Shortly after the arnouncement that ten million tons of sugar could not

be produced, the PCC advanced the slogan, "Tarn the Setback to a Victory."

If the failure of the harvest became the occasion for a forthright examina-

tion of the revolution's errors and weaknesses, it could become a victory

nonetheless. As a result of this reassessment, the Cuban revolution entered

a "new phase" in which "Institutionalization" and "democratization" became

the watchwords of a far-reaching reorganization of the entire political system.

The institutionaliztion of Cuban politics since 1970 has had a profound

effect on civil-military relations. Wthin both the party and the Eovernment,

internal coordination and control vere systematized, institutional I)nctions

were specified, and individual roles were codified. Moreover, the functirAl

boundaries between institutions were, for the frst time, clearly delineated

and enforced. As institutionalization progressed, the party app ratus and

the government bureaucracy gine- strength dramatically, thus reducing the

advantage of organizational efficiency held by the PAR during the 1960's.

This produced a clear differentiation of civilian and military roles, with a

consequent restriction of the anned forces to national defense affafr-s.

This was first noticeable n the plaudits accorded to the FAR on Armed

Forces Day. After 1970, editorials ceased mentioning the PAR's contributlon

to devoloping the national econ=c and cncmtrated instead ony upon the

PAR's defense of the nation from military threat. 6 1 In Dcember 1976, this

role differertaticn wes formLized in the Lw on the Crg:nLztion of Central
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State Agencies. Article 73 defInes the functions of the Ministry of the R~ol-

utionary Armed Porces:

The Ministry of the Revolutiona y Armed Force3 is the agency in
charge of directing and carrying out the policy of the state and
goemeInt regarding the defense of the sovereignty and indepen-
dence of the country and the principles of the socialist Fevolu-
tior... 62

Seven specific functions are elaborated in the Article: (1) to command the

armed forces; (2) to present the goverrment with proposals concerning the

PAR's organization and development; (3) to implement laws concerning the FAR;
.I (4) to reulate the activities of the troops; (5) to Improve ccabat readiness;

(6) to improve technical and military training; and (7) to direct the Popular

Defense militia. All these duties are strictly military affairs; there is

no mention of any wider role for the FAR. Similarly,, the Program of the PCC

adopted at the First Conress in rcezrber 1975, defines the military's role

as strictly one of national defense.6 3

The growing militarization of the econcar during the late 1960's has

been revmsed since 1970. The use of military symbolism has disappeared;

the flow of military officers into non-military posts has virtually ceased;

and the militarization of production conducted under the auspices of the Civil

Defense plan has not been used since 1970. The use of troops as a labor pool

has been Considerably reduced, though not ended since troops still constitute

an essential supplement to the agricultural labor force during harvests. In

Augmt 1973, the production units of the PAR ("Permanent Infantry Divisions")

merged with the Centenial Youth Column (a group of quasi-military agricultural

br gades begun in 1968 by the Union of Young Camuzists) to form the Anrj of

Working Youth. This new unit remains a part of the FAR (its Chief is a Deputy

Minister of the FAR), but its formation merks a clear differentiation within

the FAR of military units from production units. Regular troops are no longer

routinely used for agricultural labor, as was the ease in the 1960's. 6 4

In D&oMbw 1973 the ratk st tiutme of the PAR wm revised to brn* It
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more Into line with those of other socialist countries. The new rank system

also served, however, to enphasize and reinforce the Increasing differentia-

tion between civilian and military roles. Officers no longer working In the

Ministry of the Arnd Forces or the WInistry of the Interior were not given

new ranks, and the press ceased identifying them by their former ranks. 6 5

The growing strength and autac=V of the party and the goverment was

also reflected In the compositicn of the political elite within those Instl-

tuticns. While active military officers daninated the highest echelons of

both these institutions during the 1960's, the number of such officers in

hi&U party and government posts has been greatly reduced since 1970 (Table 3).

In the PCC as a whole, the proportion of total party merbership ccncen-

trated in the FAR has remained fairly constant at about 20%. However, In

the new Central Conidttee elected at the first Ccnrress of the PCC, military

officers constitute on y 29.8% of the embership. Mhi represents a substan-

tial decline frcm the 56% of the 1965 Central Comttee who were active mili-

tary officers. The coupositi n of the Political Bureau of the party reflects

a similar decline in military influence. Whereas 5 of the 8 members of the

1965 Political Bureau held military posts (excluding Fidel), onJy 2 of the

13 merbers in the new Political Bureau are officers, and this Includes Rafil

Castro, who also holds the second higiest posts in both the party and the

The role of military officers in the POC's provincial executive ocmittee

is especially revealing because it Indicates the degee to which the party

amus has been effectively differentiated fra the arad fbrces. During

the late 1960's, virtually every provincial executive coamittee contained

several military officers, and same were led by officers. In 1975, no provIn-

Ocal executive =comttee had more than a single military mwber, aid some con-

taned no officr at all. Overall, FAR officers constituted less than 6%

L At~ 90 oa1aem ttec te es
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Table 3: Partic4atin of PAR Personnel in the Party and Govermt,
1965-1976 (as percentage of total participants)

Mario, 1965-1976
1965 1975-76 (neative)

CCOMUrst Party

Total membership 20% 19% (1%)

Central Cumittee 56.0 29.8 (26.2)

Political Bureau 62.5 15.4 (47.1)

Govenment

rElodle Voters - 2.7

National Asseubly
Deputies - 7.3 -

ouncil of State - 16.1 -

so e FAR nzt in the PCC in 1965 is estimated from data contaid
in Jose N. Causse Perez, 'la comtrucci6n del Partido en La Fuerzas Amdas
Ilvolucionaras de Cuba," Cuba SocIalista, No. 47 (July 1965), 51-67. FAR
mmueer p In the PCC in 1975 is based upon the percentage of delegates to
the First Party Congress who were from the FAR, since the delegates were
said to reflect the composition of the party as a wole. For a profile of
the delegates, see Carlos Del Tbro, " cica Abreviada del Primw Cngreso,"
Verde Olivo, February 1976, pp. 28-33. Sources of Central Cunttee and
Poltii ureau data are cited in Table 2. The pxrtion of the voting
population which is in the FAR is estimated frm the total voting population
("The Election is a Great Achievemnt..." ara=Weeky Review, ctctpr 24,1976, p. 11) and the curent strength of them (i Castro,portof
the Central Cocmnttee of the FCC to the First Congmess," in Fft Cares
Of the COcuIuist Party of Cuba: Collection of Dcumeunts (MeZ~sco:Prgres

--lst , 1976), pp. 16-27r9. PAR m -in the National Assembly of
People's P&e is reported in "National As3eably of People's Power Set up,"
(arn We hview December 12, 1976, p. 4. Yoea-thip of the Coxznil

isiE~A"Council of State,"o (h'rza m Prevw, December 12,
1976, p. 5, and the institutional atillitirm of CounMci mber were com-
piled frm Cuban press sources.
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that the differentiation of the civilian party apparatus from the milltary

has advanced considerab .66

Since there were o ovrnmemntal assemblies in Cuba prior to the creation

of People's Power in 1976, we canot compere the number of military officers

an such bodies new with comiarable data from the late 1960's. Nevertheless,

the 1976 election data corraborates the evidence from our examination of the

PCC. The 'vernment is now headed by the National Assembly of People's Power

and its executive committee, the Council of State. These bodies are analogous

to the USSR's Supreme Soviet and Presidiuzn, respectively. Of the 481 deputies

in the National Assembly, only 7.3% are members of the armed forces. The

Council of State has 31 members, aong which there are 5 military officers

(excludIng Fidel). Clearly, the prominence of military officers in state

admnistration has declined substantially since the late 960's.

The basic structure and operational precepts established for the party

organiztion within the armed forces when it was being built appear to still

be in force, and they are still significantly different from the structure

and operations of the,,civilan party organization. Me Statutes adopted for

the entire party at its First Conress specify in detail the functions of

civilian party organizations, but the party In the MWFAR and MI4NTW is to

be "iAided by its on special regilations and instructions, as ratified by

the Central Comittee. '" 6 7 There are also some indications that the democrati-

zation of Inmer party operations which occurred in the civilian party during

the 1970's has been less effective in the party organizations within the

armed forces.68 Finally, the primary tasks of the party in the armed forces

are also the same as they were in the 1960's: assisting ccmanders to fulfill

their missions, increasing coubat readiness, and conducting political educa-

tion.69 hus, the changes in party-military relations since 1970 have appar-

ently had only minima Impact on the party within the miita .

Thu, are, homwe, m inmostian trAt -the FPC, havim eb a
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its Institutional autonocy Prom the arved forces, is beginning to assert its

right, as the leading political institution, to supervise the operations of

the military.

Formally, control over the arned forces has been vested in both the

governmeat bureaucracy and the party, and the legal structure of authority

has changed little since 1965 (Figure 1). -The ministers of both the QINPAR

and MINIR are memaers of the Council of Ministers; they are thus subject to

its directives, and throug it, to directives from the Council of State.

Party control is formally exercised through the Hilitary Department of the

Central Conmttee, on behalf of the Central Comittee and the Political Bureau.

Internally, neither the MINPAR nor VMINT are in any way subject to direction

by the party orgnizations within the ministries.

It Is doubtful, however, that either the Council of Ministers or the

Military Department of the Central Committee have ever exercised uch control

over the armed forces in practice. In all probability, military policy is

debated in the PC's Political Bureau and cammicated directly to the minis-

tries, since the ministers of both the KWAR and M have always been

Political Bureau members. If this is in fact the case, then the Council of

Ministers probably handles routine matters of coordination between the armed

forces and other ministries, and the Central cmmittee's Military Department

probably deals with party work in the armed forces rather than with military

policy.

Nevertheless, the PCC's Program, adopted at the First Congress, calls

for the party to be "zealously vigilant" in prcmoting the "best possible func-

tining of its mechanisms of direction over the work of the FAR and 1NT."

In doing this, "the strengthening of the role and influence of the party organ-

izaticn3" In these mnistries is to be regarded as a "task of great ipor-

tance." 70 This mw Inicate an Initention to Increase the supervisory role of

the perty appatus within the amd fcroes. Further, the Mlitaw7 DUertawt,



Figure 1, Cuban Military Structure
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Figure 1: Notes

Sources: Based on information contained in Jos6 N. Causse Perez, "La
construccidn del Partido en las Fuerzas Armadas Reavolucionarias de Cuba,"
Cuba Socialista, No. 47 (July 1965), 51-67; Paul Castro, "Problemas del
faicimandento del Partido en las FAR," Cuba Socialista, No. 55 (March 1966),
43-59; "Constitution of the Pepublic of Cuba," supplement to Granma Wee
Plview, March 7, 1976; "Constitution of the Organs of People's Power,"
Center for Cuban Studies Newsletter, 2, Nos. 5-6 (October-Decenber 1975);
Estatutos del Partido Comrista de Cuba (La Habana: Departamento de Orientaci 6 n
Pavoluciauria del CoEtE Central del PCC, 1976); "Text of the Law on the
Orgnization of the Central State Administration," Grnma W R eview,
Decemter 19, 1976, pp. 9-12.

Explanatory Notes:

The structure of the PCC in the MIN4T, and the ministry's relation-
ship to the party as a whole, are analogous to the MINFAR.

At present, the General Staff consists of the Minister, the First
Deputy Minister (Chief of the General Staff), and seven Deputy Ministers
(the chiefs of logistics, conrat training, the navy (MGR), the air and
air defense force (DAAFAR), the an4 of working youth (EJT), the militia
(Defensa Popular), and the Political Direction. 1here are three regular
comtat services: the army, the navy, and the air and air defense force.
The arr is divided into three military regions: the Eastern, Central,
and Western Anies. In addition there are several Independent Army Corps.
and other units not attached to the rain Armies.

Unlike the Political Direction and the Political Sections, neither
the Party Bureaus nor the nuclei are part of the actual comnd structure
of the FAR. Therefore, in principle, they are not subject to direction by
the military hierarchy.
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despite its somewhat restricted role, now appears to be more independent of

the FAR than it was previously. The head of the Military Department, Calixto

Garcia, does not have any operational responsibilities within the PAR, as did

all the mmbers of the earlier bodies, the National Commission of the PURS-FAR

and the Military Comission of the PCC. These changes may indicate a trend

toward greater PCC control over the armad forces, but the evidence thus far

is much too sparse to warrant more than very tentative conclusions. There is

no doubt, however, that since 1970 the Communist Party of Cuba has successfully

asstmed from the armed forces the leading role in politics which is character-

istical3y the prerogative of ruling camuxdst parties.

Clientelist Politics In Cuba: A Factional Mdel of Civil-Military Relations

7he explanation advanced thus far for the evolution of civil-military

relations in revolutionary Cuba has been a structural one; i.e., it is based

upon the roles of civilian and military institutions in the political system,

and upon their relative strengths. Before proceeding to consider the Cuban

case in light of umre general models of civil-military relations which are

likewise structural in orientation, we nust first consider a wholly different

approach.

A number of commentators have suggestad that a division exists in the

CUba revolutionary leadership between the personal followers of Fidel (fidel-

istas) and those of Ral Castro (raulistas).7 Dring most of 1958, the

guerrilla war was fought on two major fronts, the first in the Sierra Mestra

couired by Fidel, the second in the Sierra Cristal comminded by adil. This

strategic division of the guerrilla forces, it is argued, gave rise to dif-

ferences in personal loyalties among the guerrillas that fought on the two

flnts, and who now constitute informal but potentially conflicting grous

within the political elite.
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The cnsensus among adherents of this argumnt is that the .Mlitariza-

ticn of the late 1960's indicated, or was the occasion for, a significant

rise in the influence of the raulistas, who tend to be concentrated in (and

indeed, control) the atmed forces. In view of the important ilicaticns such

a division could have, not only for civil military relations but for the Cuban

political system as a whole, this hypothesized division requires closer scru-

tiny.

This, in essence, is a clientelist explanation of Cuban civil-military

relations in particular, and of Cuban politics in general. Clientelist models

attept to explain political behavior an the basis of informal networks (fac-

tins) of political actors, held together by patron-client relationships

among faction metbers. tanarchand and Leg define this clientellst relation-

ship as "a personalized and reciprocal relationship between an inferior and

a superior, ccmanding unequal resources..." Such a relationship is, in

essence, a "lopsided friendship. ',72 The significance of the clientelist

model is its assertion that political factions cross-cut institutional and

interest goup affiliations and transcend these other algmts in their

siUnificance for the political process.

Impcrtant contributions to the study of both Soviet and Chinese politics

have been nade by scholars utilizing a clientelist perspective, and thus the

application of this approach to Cuba, while not as well developed aalytically

as other applications, deserves sernouz consideration. 73 2his is particularly

so since the low level of institutional development in Cuba during the 1960's

provided a climate that would not discourage factional politics, and because

there is strong evidence of factions other than fidelistas and raulistas in

Cuban politics during this period.

Factions based u;o the pre-revolutimary organizational affUlaticns

of elite mutbers played an extr e 2y liiotat role in Cuban politics durin
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based upon developing a clientelist network of old PSP members urxer the rubric

of the new party. Ths network was destroyed In 1962 when the OFI was dis-

mantled, and denounced as a "nest of privilege, toleration, of favoritism,

a system of lmmnities and favors." Escalante and his followers were described

as "dispensers of patronage," who had created a party the authority of which

derived from the fact that "from it, one migit receive or expect a favor, a

dispensation, or some harm or good.,,74 The dissolution of the CHI did not

end the division in the revolutionary leadership between veterans of the

PSP and veterans of the 14-26-7 and DR. It persisted at least until the 1970's,

ad the composition of the Cuban political elite clearly indicates the inferior

position accorded to veterans of the PSP.

Assessing the arumnt for the existence of fidelista and raulista

facticns is mozv difficult, since there has been no open political conflict

to confirm their operation. The following brief analysis examines a popula-

tion of 49 Rebel Arir officers who fought either in the Sierra Mestra with

Fidel (N-20), or in the Sierra Cristal with Rail (N-29), and who currently

hold leadership positions in the regim. 75 By exam n ng where these officers

are located in the current power structue, and how their location has changed

over time, we should be able to detect any sigonicant differences between

these Informal groups and thus Judge whether their existence has any impor-

tant Implications for Cuban politics.

The data in Table 4 indicates that there are few sigilfcant differencee

between fidelista and raulista representation in key leadership position., and

that this situation has changed only mnrglnally since 1965. Both proups have

virtually equal representation in every key Institution, with the exception

of the Political Bureau of the PCC, which has consistently been dominated by

fidelistas.

The arment that .raulistas have beW me Increasingly dominant in the

md forces is slmply not cowfimd by the data. Mhe coamz ition of the



Table 4: "Pidelistas" and "FaulIstas" in the Cuban Political Elte

1965 1975-76
Fidelistas Faullstas lfdelistas ialuintas

N,,20 N29 N 20 N-29

C mist Party

Political Bmuzr 5 1 6 2

Secretariat 2 1 2 3

Central Condttee 12 (60%) 16 (55%) 15 (75%) 22 (76%)

Govemrnt

ouncil of State - - 6 6

Cocil of Ministers 3 2 6 4

Armed Pbrees

General Staff &
Arir OmmAders 5 5 4$ 5

Sources: Mobershlp of individuals in the fidelista or r Msta 'oups are
based upon data contained in Rmnb L.Bonachea and Mnft San ti1n, The Cuban
Insurection, 1952-1959 (New Brunswick; Transaction Press, 1974), ppT -3PW8.
3iffiR~W & party, government, and ndlitary bodies was dram from a variety
of Cuban press sources.
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FAR's top leadership shows a balance between fidelistas and raulistas that has

been stable for a decade. Considerlng the whole irsp of each of the

two a v , we fd a nearly equal proportion of each preently serves in the

armed forces: 8 of 20 fidelist s (40.0); and 13 of 29 raulistas (44.8%). it

is not the case that raulistas tend to be disproportionally concentrated In

the PAR, or that they dcadnate the letadership positions of the military.

Vellinp's study of 310 members of the Cuban military elite also attempts

to identi individuals as either fidelistas or raullstas. At the highest

echelons of the FAR, VellinW found, as we have, an even balance between the

two groups. Among middle echelon FAR officers, however, a majority could not

be identified as belonging to either faction. 76 Ths nmy be due to a paucity

of Information, or it my Indicate that the hypothesized factional networks

do not exist.

No doubt the personal friendshlps and loyalties forged In the hardships

of guerrilla combat have played an important role in Cuban politics since

1959. It does not follow from this, however, that such loyalties have devel-

oped into contending political factions. There is virtually no evidence

that fidelistas and raulistas constitute such factions, that there has been

any serious political conflict between the two groups, that either has coe

to dcminate particular Institutions. that one is significantly more influertial

overall than the other, or that their relative influence has shifted dramti-

cafly in the past decade. In shcrt, an application of the clientelist model

to Cuban politics helps us explain very little.



Cuban CIl1-Military Relationr in C Perspective

Cuba is an wderdeveloped nation that has embarked uo a socialist path

of development. These characteristics suggest the potential applicability of

two very different models of civil-military relations to the Cuban experience.

The first Is a model of clvil-militar7 relation in uderdeveloped nations;

the secw d, a mdel of civil-military relatns in commuist political system.

Tese are both structural models in that the relaticnships between political

Institutioes and their relative strengths are a cental concern to both. Cuba

fits neither perfectly, but each provides insigit to the changes in Cuban

civil-military relaticns over the pasn 18 years of revolutioar7 gverment.

As a cemalst political system, Cuba has a revolutionary history that

maie It vey diffleznt frn Me. of the ThM World. Nevertheless, Cuba is

still an wniedt lqped (albeit, developing) naticn, and i subject to nny

of the same aorta of difficulties that we the heritage of urderdevelopment.

The most striking feature of civil-milltary relation in the Third World is

the frequency with wich the military Intervenes in politics, and the factor

most often identified by political ecientists as a mejor predisposing condi-

tion for such Intervention is the weakne'ss of civilian political Institutions. 77

IWhen civilian Instituticns have a lcfw capacity for effective policy-making

and policy ImpisuenatIcn, and when they s'ffer .fro low legitimacy-both

typical Problem In urderdewelopad natiws-the polity is especially vunmer-

able to military Intervention. T8 The modiewnzaticn process aWgavates these

weaknesses by placing uusual stress On the political system, and the result

is often what HuntIngtn oalls "political deay"- the progmsive erosion of

the ability of civilian political Instituticns to govern effectively. The

mlItary is often the strmpft institution in the political system of an

uiea lcped natin, and the militar7 may well c m to see itself as the

arV aun 0a0be of VGSCWM thenatim fra the am Ao of llJiu
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politicians. Without effective and legitimte civilian institutions, theme

is no obstacle to military Interventima. Such are the conditions; of "Prae-

toran po:litics" In which the armed forces becm regularly and actively in-

volved in the political process as its mo~st Imnportant political actor.7 9

The Cuban cae does fit one or the major premises or the Praetorian

Modal; the model izaplicitly assunms tba existence of a clear diftrewtlaticn

between civilian and military roles waich Is violated, by the intervention of

the military Into civilian politics. There has been no military "1iterven-

tion" In Cuba sice 1959, no displacement of the civilian political elite

by a miltary one. As we have noted r-epeatedly, there was very little differ-

entiftion of civilian and military roles.

Yet the ftflitarization of the Cuban econur in the late 1960's clearly

did Involve a rapid expansion of =ilitary participation in ec~xic addis-

tratIon. The reasons for the militarization In Ctba fit very closely the

Praetlorian model's explanation of military Intemwetion. The~ wealmess of

civilian institutions was such that they were incapable of effective goven-

ing. Cuba's military leadership did not act on their own; rather, the revol-

utionry7 leader-ship as a whole cinto view the military as the most capable

institution,, and at the tint, they were no doubt correct.* Thus, the Inability

of the POC and the goveunt bureaucacwy to effectively afdnister the effort

to produce ton million tons of siupr in 1970 resulted In the increased parti-

cipation of the armed fores.

In addition to their orgnizaticral weaknesses, both the party wa the

pnWmunt also suffered from a lack of legtiziacy as institutions. This is

not to say that the regna was faced with a legitincy crisis; for the most

part, it mes not. The Ulegtmoy of the regim, however, was vested in its

Ad MIdel P(& Cstr'o. It was lesitimte becam he was its a.!fr, not

vie vezu. Whie Castr'o's oharmtic authority ensured the overall lgiti-

-W of the political system, IndIvI~ua1 iztitutiowar Mt 1egtIWA Ini
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and of themselves. Various political structures were erected, modified, and

abolished throu*ut the 1960'3 with no discerrmable erosion of the regime's

popula support. Thus the eclipse of the PCC and the Soverment bureaucracy

by the arwmd forces in the late 1960's did not adversely affect the legiti-

macy of the regime; or, put another way, the legitimacy of these two insti-

tutlns was so low that it did not prcvide an effective obstacle to a vast

expansicn of military participation in politics.

While the Praetorian model of civil-mnlitary relations is useful In

ertanding Cuba's situation during the 1960's, the de-miltarization of

the 1970's and the rapid strengthening of civilian Institutions during that

period has reduced its applicability to contemporar Cuba. For more recent

years, a Seneral model of civil- zl.itw relatins in couanriist political

systems is mme useful.

Ymt studies of civil-military realticna In c minst political systems

cete' on the tension betwen the aimed forces and the communist party which

steM froa the party's directive role in the political system. 0 This tension

has two mln focal points: the relative influence of he party and the armed

forces over military policy, and the extent of party authority within the

military institution. The latter of these tends to generate the most friction

since it Involves a civilian instituticn. in the actual, day to day operations

of the armzd forces- an area which the i.Litary tends to regar as properly

a military matter. Civil-militaxy relaions in coamunist political system

are thus generally viewed as a conflict of two institutional interest p'ups-

the party and the military bureaucracy- eacy vying to defend and extend its

OM PrerO'tives. Thi differs radically fram the Paetorlan model In that

it presupposes an extremely well devwlond civilian institution (the party),

Which not only restricts the military to naticnal deftnse afThfrs, but chal-

2res its hepmorW even in ftat sphe. ar normal (i.e., nw'-su sescn)

cr wtuvs, the possibility of ov& n Interventaio In politics Is extzimy
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This institutional interest goup model also presums that civil-Military

roles are well differentiated. he Chinese case is an interesting one since

civilian and mlitary roles were initially fused in China, as they were in

Cuba. Me People's Liberation Aroi (PLA), like the Cuban FAR, grew out of

the arV that had wcn the guerrifa war. In theory, the Chinese Camuzist

Party cautnded the gun, but during the civil war there was, in practice,

little distincticn between the party and the ar%. 81

In the recrstruction period following 1949, the PLA took on adinistra-

tive respcslbilities in large areas of the country, Just as the Cuban Rebel

Army did a decade later. At this point, however, the Chinese experience di-

verqps sharply fran the Cuban. M- institutional framework of the People's

Republic, modelled as it was upon the Soviet political system, quickly estab-

lished a differentiation of civili-n and mdlitary roles, with the party in

the dcanwt position. 7he party ornization within the PA was indepedent

of the military commnd structure and ftnctioned not only as a supervisoy

body within the armd forces, but was a key instrument of party control and

direction over the military.

The history of Chinese civil-military relations indicates that the fusion

of civilian and mlftary roles in Cuba did not persist throuhout the 1960's

simply because the insurection was won by a guerrilla aru. Lblike Cuba,

China experienced no serious delay in the creat c.n of a new Institutional

ntrix for the polity, and the differentiaticn of civilian and nilitary roles

which was a part of this InstitutIonaliz n as accoplished fairly quickly.

The difference between these two cases is that China had a varvard party to

direct the institutin-buildng process; Cuba did not.

Par" Pacy in Chia was severely disrupted by the Cultural Revolution,

when 1Mo's "pzoletaria heauaxrtera" had to rely upn the A to defe at his

oppomwnt In the party an d pvemnt bmveecy. The heatruotm of these
t nslt ia r---aw3--- - -- ' - -" - -S- , .. " -t........ .
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of the country during the late 1960's, a result not unlike the mlitariza-

tion of Cuban ecocmic administration during the sa period. 82 These events

arose, of course, out of wholly different circumstances; in China, intra-elite

conflict catalyzed mass political violence which destroyed the existing polit-

ical system; in Cuba, new political institutions were not yet sufficiently

developed to perform the addnistrative tasks at hand. In both cases, however,

the result was the same- a maJor increase of m.litary participation in

civilian politics.

While the adinistrative roles of the PIA and FAR were similar in the late

1960's, their involvement in elite conflict could hardly have been more dis-

parate. Since the Cultural Revolution, the PA has played a pivotal role in

ChIna's intra-elite conflicts, whereas the FAR has not been involved in such

conflict since the socialist course of the Cuban revolution was consolifated

in 1961. 7his difference stems primarily from the absence in Cuba of intra-

elite cmflict even &pproching the Intensity of that in -Cuba. This is not

to say there has been no conflict; rather, Fidel Castro's Ieminence has

been unassailable, allowing him to arbitrate conflicts and prevent them from

escalating to the point of jeopardizing political stability. 83 Since Fidel

is, by himself, a minmum winning coalition, Lntra-elite conflicts never end

in stalemate, and there is no recourse to every polity's ultimate arbiter,

the military.

Me Soviet experience offers iwrp;ant contrasts to both the Cuban and

Chinese cases, contrasts which are larwpy traceable to very different chr-

acter of the revolutinary seizure of power in Russia.8  'The BolAhevils cam

to poer in an uprising led by the party and carried out by armed worimrs and

defecting units from the reSglar ar7. The Red AW was created to defend

the rew @MrnWt In the face of White Russian attack and allied Intervu n

tion. Mdlke a warrla force, the Rd ArW had no tim to test itself In
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build a solid force of highly committed and motivated troops. The Bolsheviks

were forced by cfrcimmtances to rely upon Tsarist officers of questionable

loyalty and conscripted peasant troops of dubious enthusiasm. If such a

figiting force was to have any prospect of successfully defending the revol-

utionary goverrmt, the Bolsheviks needed to maintain unequivocal control

over it. The mechanim created for tils purpose vras the dual ccmaid system

of Political Ccmmissars, a system %tich lasted until WWII. These early char-

acteristics of Soviet civil-military relations (i.e., high differentiation

of civilian and military roles, and strong party control over the military)

have persisted to the present, albeit with some changes In their particulars.85

In all three of these cases- the Cuban, Chinese, and Soviet- one

factor stands out as being most 1Jrporant for m-derstandIng the pattern of

civil-military relations: the relative strength or weakness of civilian insti-

tutlons. When they are weak, military involvement in civilian politics tends

to be bit; when they are strong, civil-military relations tend to correspond

to an institutional interest group model. he Praetorian model, with its

premidse of weak civilian Institutions, is valuable for understanding Cuban

civil-military relations during the 1960's. Since 1970, however, the Insti-

tutionalization process has so strengthened civilian institutions that the

Cuban case now corresponds much more closely to the Soviet case, making

the institutional interest group model the more useful

0mclusain: Civil-Military Relatiors in an Institutinalized Polity

The O.ua= revolution was the first socialist revolution to succeed with-

out a Ladnist paty In the vagud of the revolutiona atruggle. The

unque wy in which the OA=a -nswrection developed tMst the military

to the fbrefta as the lesdlr4 Institutionrl fore In the now polty, and

thu the prems of building a nw political systea in Cba hi4pd up= the



relationship between civilian and military nstitutins. The institution-

building process proceeded very slowly; civilian institutions, particularly

the new comn ist party, remained extremely weak througout the 1960's. Ccn-

sequently, the party organization was never capable of assuming from the

armd forces the directive role In the political process. This situation

apparently provoked little intra-elite conflict, however, since civilian and

mdlltary roles were higxy fused- a legacy of the struggle aginst Batista

that persisted even after the creaticn of the PCC.

The relative weakness of civilian institutions was most clearly reflected

in the militarization of economic administration during the drive to produce.

ten million tons of sugar in the late 1960's. The failure to reach this gal

proMpted a far-reaching reevaluation of the political process, and the revol-

utionary leadership concluded that Institutionalization could no longer be

postponed. Since 1970, civilian instituticns - particularly the party and

the Svenmmit bureaucracy - have been greatly strengthened: the distinction

between civilian and military roles has been clearly drawn, and the military

has been largely restricted to naticnal defense affairs.

SevOnteen years after the victory of the insurTectlon, the victorious

revolutionaries have finally completed the process of building a new politi-

cal system. Cuban civil-military relations during the 1960's were, at least

In part, comprehensible in terms of the Praetorian model of civil-military

relations In underdeveloped naticns, wLh its emphasis on the weakness of

civilian Institutions. Today, however, Cuban civil-military relations are

best understood with the Institutional interest group model typically used

to analyze such relatins in cocnist political systems.

Nevertheless, the lepey of military influence which the new political

system nherited froni the Vierrila war experience myj still be of sace

MeM to civil-military relations, even In the newly institutionalized

ssteM. 1r1311 the POC has urquustioably assid the directive role In Me
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institutionalized political system, the FAR's influence during the 1960's has

left the party with a relatively weak system of party control over the armed

forces. This appears to be virtually the cnly area in which party domanance

has not been fully established in the years since 1970.

When civilian and military roles were higly fused and the revoluticnary

leadership was composed of "civic soldiers," 86 the lack of party control over

the FAR posed no serious political problem. However, now that the differen-

tiation of civilian and military roles has progressed far enough to speak of

the demise of the civic soldier, institutional control mechanisms assune much

greater importance. A key issue of civil-military relations In both the USSR

and China has been the question of "professionalism" (i.e., the degree of

party Influence that should be exerted over the internal operations of the

armed forces). As the differentiation of civilian and military roles pro-

gresses, this issle seem to emerge and grow in Importance. In both the Soviet

Union and In China before the Cultural Revolution, party influence has been

maintained throug well-developed mechanisrms of party control. In Cuba,

despite the Increase In the overall influence of the PCC, its mechanisn of

control over the FAR remain underdeveloped. When youner officers (who did

not fiext In the Sierra shoulder to shoulder with their civilian counterparts,

and who have not had the experience of being civic soldiers) begin to enter

the upper echelcns of the Cuban at. d forces, the issue of professicnalism

could well emerge as a crucial cre. M'e rtheless, the fact that this issue

loom as the most probable content of Cuban civi.-military relations in the

futUre demn trates how far the Institutlon-building process has progressed

since the 1960's.
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